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WORLD - Unit 8 of 8
Global Code

Become an atlas expert with the help of your trusty Sphero.
How many African countries can you name? Use Boolean logic to name and
describe their location in relation to each other. Compete against your
classmates!
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• I can use Boolean logic
• I can use globes and atlases to ﬁnd out information
Tags: randomization
vocabulary

operators

reference skills

cardinal directions

block coding

exploration

world history

geography

variables

Grades: 5 to 9 | Duration: Up To 1 Hour
Key Stages: Computing.KS3.4, Geography.KS3.GF1
Supplies: Globes, atlases, and digital timer. If you don't have a physical globe
or atlas a digital one will sufﬁce.
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Step #1: Exploration - Atlas vs Globe

What do you use maps for?
Do you know the difference between an atlas and a globe?
Below is a globe --> a 3D representation of a map of the world. An atlas is a 2D collection of maps.
Get into pairs and test each other with the attached Atlas Quiz (you can use an atlas or globe to help you!).
Focusing on the continent of Africa, how many countries do you think are in the continent?
Do some research to ﬁnd out about the African continent.
1. What is its population?
2. How does it compare with the population of the UK?
3. Have you visited a country in Africa?
4. If yes, where did you go and what was it like? If no, what do you believe a country in Africa (pick one
country) would be like?
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Attachments: Atlas Quiz_World 8 of 8.pdf
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Step #2: Exploration - Boolean logic
Recap what Boolean logic is and how it is used. How does it help us in computing?
Open up the linked program and explore the blocks.
1. What do you think will happen when we press start?
2. What sensors / inputs will Sphero be reading?
The program is a Boolean logic randomizer - when shaken, Sphero will say AND, OR and NOT at
random! Try it out and test for bugs.

What would happen if we removed the ﬁrst Loop block? Copy the program and try it.
Can you 'narrate' the blocks to a friend? Explaining what each block does.
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Step #3: Exploration - Cardinal Directions
Recap your knowledge of cardinal directions: decide which way is North, South, East and West.
Play a game by blindfolding your teacher or a selected student and guide them around the classroom using
only North, South, East and West.
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Step #4: Skills Building - Locating African Countries
Your task is to compete against the clock to describe the location of as many countries in the African
continent as you can.
Divide into small groups of 2 or 3 and collect an atlas or globe and have your Sphero ready to run the
linked program.
You will be locating countries on the African continent.
1. Assign one person to be the question reader and one or two people to guess.
2. Run the program linked so that when you shake Sphero so that it read one of the Boolean logic
terms: AND, OR and NOT
3. Question reader: Select a country (keep it secret)
4. Use that term and the cardinal directions in describing the country you selected for your teammates
to guess. (eg: My country is South of Sudan AND West of Ethiopia.)
5. You may need to keep giving clues as there are so many countries in Africa. (eg. It is NOT South
Sudan)
6. Play for 5 to 10 minutes: See how many countries you can guess in that time.
7. Person who guesses the most countries wins!
Share your points and create a leader board.
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Educator Tip:
You can play this same game using any continent or even select the United States and have students guess
the different states.
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Step #5: Challenge - Geography Quiz
Can you program Sphero to make a geography quiz with different countries across the globe? Choose
your questions and test your friends!
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